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How the Parent Pleaser Works

How the Parent Pleaser Works

Are your parents tired of doing lots
of jobs? Do they ask you to help? If so,
you’re in luck! Carry on reading, get
the machine and soon your parents
will be the happiest they have ever
been! How the machine works…

Are you parents always nagging you? Are
you constantly being told off? If so the
Parent Pleaser is for you.

To get the machine into life, turn the
green key in the golden lock five
times. Press the pink button on the
side of the machine in order to get
one of the best features to start
running (the Parent Dresser Upper).
You need to give it the clothes,
otherwise the extendable arms will
start pinching your parents all over!

Furthermore, there are robotic hands that
start when you pull down the red lever and
they pick up any rubbish, old clothes and
unwanted toys and put them in a
detachable bin.

If they want some music, press the
music note button next to the pink
button which causes music to play of
their choice.
If your mum can’t get their hair to
look beautiful, ask them to climb up
the ladder and press the plait
button. It will hopefully mind read
what they want
Now you and your parents can relax
while the Parent Pleaser does all the
work and you will have very pleased
parents!
Hannah Smillie

So how do you start it? I hear you ask,
simply push the blue button on the right
hand side of the machine in order to
activate it.

This machine also comes with a fold up
snack bar with a fruit bowl, a tin of biscuits
and a tub of chocolates. It also has its own
fire alarm that automatically turns itself on
and off.
If your mum is fed up of doing the packed
lunches then the Parent Pleaser makes them
for her, it makes the sandwiches put in the
apples and the crisps.
Another function is that it makes the
dinners, the lunches and lays the table in
the correct places and puts the right amount
of liquid in the cups. There is also a hoover
and another robotic arm with a feather
duster. The Parent Pleaser also has a feature
for the kids which is two sockets for charging
cables so that the kids don’t have to move
any objects to get to the sockets.
If you buy this machine your parents will be
as happy as ever.
Peter Farthing
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Dear Parents, Carers, and Staff of Charlton School,
I wanted to write to thank everyone for the kind words, gifts and gestures I received
at the end of term. Parents and Carers of Elder Class I was so taken aback by you all
taking the time to come in, and giving me such a special maternity leave send off.
Also a big thank you to all the staff for the beautiful card and baby outfits. Your
words, the children's cards and gifts were so very appreciated, and I was incredibly
touched. I am truly lucky to work in such a warm and supportive school. I look
forward to popping in to see how you all are with the new addition. Wishing you all a
wonderful start to 2018. Miss Evans.

